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Precisely tailored recommendations for quality
products achieve high customer resonance
AI Personalization Service for BADER
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Quick facts
Challenge
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❯

❯

❯
❯

To increase the quality of recommendations
and acceptance by customers
To determine ideal placement of recommendations in online stores and newsletters
To improve click-through rates and turnover

❯

Analysis of customer behavior in real time for
the online store and newsletter

❯

dations in real time for the online store and
Optimal placement of recommendations
throughout the customer journey

An increase in the quality of recommendations and customer response via online
stores

Automated playout of product recommennewsletter

❯

Result

❯

An increase in click rates in newsletters and a

❯

An increase in revenue from recommenda-

reduction of manual effort
tions compared to the previous recommendation strategy
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What our customer says
"The AI Personalization Service has impressed us. Our customers are routinely inspired by the product
recommendations calculated in real time. This is reflected in the click-through rates of the recommendations
in the online store and newsletter, as well as in the sales figures. Thanks to the cooperation with the AI
Services & Solutions project team, we also received great feedback for the ideal placement of personalized
elements, which help to create a successful customer journey."
Laura Bader, Authorized Signatory and Head of Marketing E-Commerce, BADER
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The AI Personalization Service plays out relevant product
recommendations in the online store and newsletter,
which improves the shopping experience
for BADER customers.
BADER stands for quality products in the fashion, home and living segments. For over 90 years, the B2C retailer has been impressing its customers with well-selected products. In addition to the classic mail-order
catalog, BADER reaches its customers via the online store and various newsletters. In order to offer its customers an individualized shopping experience, the company relies on artificial intelligence (AI) from prudsys |
Member of the GK Software Group in the online store and newsletter.
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The challenge

The solution

BADER's goal was to increase traffic and custom-

Until now, BADER had not used an AI-based

er loyalty in the online shop and achieve higher

solution for personalization in the online shop.

sales through enhanced recommendations and

In a four-month proof of concept, the company

strengthened personalization. The company

tested AI Personalization Service against the ex-

decided to implement the AI Personalization

isting recommendation system. The AI solution

Service(AIR) in the online store and newsletter to

analyzed the interests of customers on the basis

evaluate the reactions of its customers.

of current behavioral data and historical transaction data. Then, self-learning algorithms adapted
e-commerce strategy in real time to the behavior
of the customers' behavior. The product recommendations made by the AI solution achieved a
higher response from visitors than the comparison group. This is how the decision was made to
integrate AI Personalization Service the newsletter add-on within the BADER Group in the long
term.
The B2C retailer BADER is in regular contact
with the AI Services & Solutions project team to
place the personalized areas in the online store
and newsletter ideally throughout the customer
journey.
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The result
Through this optimization, BADER is able to
satisfy more customers in the online store.
Through the enhanced recommendations and
the optimal integration of personalized areas in
the online store and newsletter, the B2C retailer recorded higher traffic and higher click rates
than ever before. Through this project, BADER
concluded that the revenue from recommendations could be significantly increased through the
use of the AI Personalization Service.
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No part of this publication may be reproduced or transmitted in any form or for any purpose without
the express permission of GK Software SE. The information contained herein may be changed without
prior notice.
Some software products marketed by GK Software SE and its distributors contain proprietary software
components of other software vendors. National product specifi cations may vary.
These materials are provided by GK Software SE and its affiliated companies (“GK Software Group”) for
informational purposes only, without representation or warranty of any kind, and GK Software Group
shall not be liable for errors or omissions with respect to the materials. The only warranties for GK Software Group products and services are those that are set forth in the express warranty statements
accompanying such products and services, if any. Nothing herein should be construed as constituting
an additional warranty.
GK Software and other GK Software products and services mentioned herein as well as their respective
logos are trademarks or registered trademarks of GK Software SE in Germany and other countries.
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